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“Of no sort of use”?: Manuscripts, Memory, and the Family 
Archive in Eighteenth Century England
Imogen Peck

Department of History, University of Birmingham, Birmingham, UK

ABSTRACT
This article explores the afterlives of manuscripts preserved in the 
collections of three middling sort families during the long eight-
eenth century. It foregrounds the role that family archives played in 
the construction and curation of memory and identity among non- 
elite families during this period, the intersections between socio- 
economic status, gender, confessional identity and a subject’s cur-
atorial concerns, and the implications for our understanding of 
archival culture. By showcasing the different ways people engaged 
with written remains it also demonstrates how reconstructing the 
motives that underpinned family collections might be possible, 
offering a framework for the study of intergenerational archival 
transmission.

KEYWORDS 
Family; archive; manuscripts; 
memory; intergenerational

In 1756, Woolsey Johnson, the former vicar of Olney in north Buckinghamshire, died. In 
the months following his death his widow, Jane, began the task of sorting and arranging 
his papers, deciding which items were worth preserving and which might safely be 
consigned to the fire. While the caches of various wills, deeds, and legal papers possessed 
a clear practical value, the status of his other written remains was less certain. In a note 
penned on the back of one memorandum, Jane expressed her ambivalence, observing 
that ‘The other side of this paper was wrote by the Revd Woolsey Johnson. Jane Johnson 
1756. I apprehend it can be of no use’.1 This is, in some ways, a rather paradoxical 
annotation. On the one hand, Jane acknowledged that the paper was, in her (self- 
consciously subjective) opinion, of ‘no use’ – and yet, in spite of this, she went to the 
trouble of inscribing and keeping it. This small scrap of paper raises the central question 
with which this article is concerned: What value – what ‘use’ – did manuscripts produced 
by deceased relatives possess for those who inherited them? Why were particular items 
kept and how were these remnants from the past re-read, re-used, and re-fashioned by 
later generations?

As literacy spread, and the quantity and diversity of written materials increased, which 
papers to keep – both for oneself and for posterity – was an issue that confronted 
increasing numbers of men and women from across the social spectrum. This article 
explores the posthumous afterlives of manuscripts preserved in the collections of three 
upper middling sort families – the Johnsons, the Wanseys, and the Attwaters – during the 
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long eighteenth century. Tracing these materials over multiple generations, it fore-
grounds the significant role that family archives played in the construction and curation 
of memory and identity among the middling sort during this period. Further, by 
showcasing the different ways that people engaged with written remains – annotating, 
consulting, transcribing, incorporating, accumulating – it seeks to demonstrate how 
reconstructing the motives that underpinned family collections might be possible, offer-
ing a framework for the study of intergenerational archival transmission. In so doing, it 
illuminates the palimpsestic, polyvocal quality of the family archive, the multifarious – 
and sometimes competing and contradictory – meanings that these papers possessed for 
successive generations, and the relationship between familial and national memory.

Beginning with the papers of Jane Johnson and her daughter Barbara, the article then 
goes on to explore the extensive, intergenerational archive of the clothier George Wansey 
and closes with a discussion of the diaries of Jane Attwater. Broadly contemporaries, 
these figures all hailed from the neighbouring southern counties of Wiltshire, 
Oxfordshire, and Buckinghamshire, and all were relatively wealthy members of the 
upper middling sort. However, there were also some crucial differences. They were of 
three different religious persuasions – Anglican, Presbyterian, and Baptist, respectively. 
Moreover, while the Johnson and Attwater collections were ‘matriarchives’, passed 
principally (though not exclusively) between female family members, the Wansey archive 
travelled down the male line.2 These disparities help to account for some of the variations 
in, and underlying impulses behind, their preservatory practices, illuminating the com-
plex intersections between socio-economic status, gender, confessional identity and 
a subject’s curatorial concerns. Taken as a whole, this article seeks to establish the family 
archive as a crucial – but, to date, overlooked – subject of historical enquiry, the ways it 
might be approached, and some of the implications that this has for our understanding of 
archival culture, both past and present.

Approaching the (family) archive

In his seminal guide for archivists, A Manual of Archival Administration (1922), Hilary 
Jenkinson outlined what he perceived to be the two defining features of archival collec-
tions: impartiality and authenticity.3 Archives were neutral repositories of facts about the 
past, archivists passive guardians who preserved this knowledge for future generations. 
This view was a product of the historiographical developments of the early nineteenth 
century and reflected an empiricist approach to history, now synonymous with Leopold 
von Ranke, that emphasised empirical analysis and objectivity as the gold standard of 
historical research. Though it retains a certain pull on the historical imagination – who 
has not, at some point, been seduced by the hidden ‘truth’ apparently contained in an 
archival document – since the 1970s and 1980s this view of archives as repositories of 
facts has been replaced with an increasing awareness that they are themselves the product 
of broader social, political and cultural developments. One consequence of postmodern-
ism and its scepticism about our capacity to disentangle historical reality from language 
and discourse has been an obligation to interrogate the repositories in which such 
documents reside.4 Particularly influential were Michel Foucault’s account of the archive 
as a product and source of epistemic power and Jacques Derrida’s Archive Fever, 
a psychoanalytic meditation on, among many other things, the open-ended, expansive 
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nature of the archive in which every interpretation, every engagement is both an enrich-
ment and an extension.5 These insights have engendered new approaches to the archive 
across a wide range of disciplines: the so-called ‘archival turn’.6

Within the field of history, the Foucauldian focus on the relationship between archives 
and power has inspired scholars, particularly those working in the post-colonial and 
feminist traditions, to interrogate the biases and hidden agendas through which agency 
and power have been encoded and negotiated.7 For others, it has prompted a self- 
reflexive meditation on the historian’s own engagement with the archive, most notably 
Carolyn Steedman’s Dust and Antoinette Burton’s collection Archive Stories.8 Finally, it 
has transformed the archive from a tool of historical study into its subject. Archives are 
historically and culturally situated phenomena, their contents, construction, and even the 
very nature of the ‘archive’ a product of broader historical conditions which they both 
inform and reflect. In the early modern context, this theoretical re-orientation has led to 
a surge of interest in the documentary collections accumulated by states, institutions, and 
eminent individuals, from the State Paper Office to the repositories of the Royal Society 
and various civic and ecclesiastical authorities.9 This reflects the traditional understand-
ing of archives as formal, structured collections amassed by dispositions of power.10

In recent years, however, scholars have begun to make the case for conceiving of 
archives rather more expansively. In a groundbreaking 2016 special edition dedicated to 
early modern archives, Alexandra Walsham establishes the inclusive, flexible meaning of 
the term ‘archive’ in early modern discourse and uses it to refer, not just to collections 
that possessed the nascent hallmarks of modern archival practice, but to ‘a whole range of 
physical repositories and rooms fixed in particular places as well as to encompass 
collections that remained on the move and were transported around in cases and 
chests’.11 By these lights, the many different manuscript materials that families stored 
in their wooden boxes and drawers, from personal letters and poetry to drawings and 
diaries, might fruitfully be approached as archives. As Walsham, Kate Peters, and 
Liesbeth Corens note, the early modern household is ‘a dimension of archival history 
that deserves more thorough investigation’, and has received significantly less scholarly 
attention than the collections accumulated by states and institutions.12 This is particu-
larly true of non-elite, middling sort households, who could rarely rely on muniments 
rooms, professional secretaries, or long-term residence on an ancestral estate to preserve 
their paperwork.13 This article argues that the family archive was a vital tool in the 
construction and transmission of family memory and identity among middling sort 
families during this period. In the absence of the ‘instant, unassailable status’ that 
accompanied a major landed estate or aristocratic title, these families sought other 
means to establish their social status and assuage concerns about their (often volatile) 
economic fortunes and religious credentials.14 This included the creation of archives that 
might act as paper bulwarks, preserving and projecting family memory and identity to 
posterity.

Though the middling sort remains a ‘shadowy creature’ in the early modern land-
scape, an ‘amorphous’ social group that stretched between ‘the labouring classes [. . .] and 
the lower reaches of the gentry’, the families in this article all possessed characteristics 
that have been associated with middling status during this period: non-titled; educated; 
officeholding; and, in the case of the Johnsons and Wanseys, their wealth derived 
primarily from professions or trade.15 The Attwaters were somewhat more established 
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and owned significant portions of land in the parish of Nunton and Bodenham, 
Wiltshire, but, even so, they were ‘comfortable’, ‘middling folk’, as opposed to titled 
aristocratic gentry.16 In her study of the rural middling sort, Joan Kent argued that 
though such people ‘might constitute elites within their own villages, the level of their 
wealth placed them in the middle ranks of society as a whole’ – an important distinction, 
and one that means the Attwaters local prominence was not commensurate with elite, 
gentry status.17 These three families also possessed what Susan Whyman has identified as 
a ‘crucial trait’ of the middling sorts: reading and writing skills.18 This ensured that, by 
the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, upon their death a person of middling 
status was increasingly likely to possess significant quantities of manuscript materials. 
These remnants were then passed, both more and less deliberately, to family members 
who – like Jane Johnson – had to decide what, if anything, was worth keeping.

Indeed, in many cases, the letters, diaries, and other cultural products of non-elite men 
and women owe their very survival to processes of family preservation and transmission. 
In all three cases considered in this article, the collections curated by families were only 
transferred into various local and national repositories in the mid-late twentieth century, 
where contemporary cataloguing and institutional dispersal have obscured their original 
objectives and arrangements.19 Reconstructing the meanings and motives that under-
pinned these materials enhances our understanding of our national archival heritage, 
revealing the hidden hands and preservatory practices that have shaped institutional 
collections. To read these items without due attention to these processes is, at best, to 
offer an incomplete account of their multi-layered meanings, privileging the priorities of 
a manuscript’s original author; at worst, it strips the non-elite men and women who 
ensured their survival of their historical and archival agency.

Historians working with family collections have, of course, long been aware that such 
survivals are the result of intergenerational transmission. Awareness, however, has rarely 
translated into attention. While several scholars working on nonconformist families 
during the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries have touched on the afterlives of 
manuscript material, arguing that dissent was a ‘special circumstance’ that might ensure 
the preservation of paperwork, studies that focus on the archival activities of families 
remain scarce.20 In their influential work on the writing and cultural products of the 
middling sorts, James Amelang, Matthew Kadane, and Brodie Waddell have shown that 
acts of writing were crucial to the self-identity of middling sort people during the early 
modern period – but they have not considered how these materials, and their meanings, 
were transmitted and transformed as they moved across generations.21 Waddell briefly 
explores archiving practices in his study of the chronicles of the tradesman Joseph 
Bufton. His focus, however, is on Bufton’s role as a ‘village archivist’ within his own 
lifetime rather than the treatment of these manuscripts after his death.22 In part, this 
emphasis on the content of writing and its circulation within the life of the author is the 
result of the apparent dearth of materials that might enable us to reconstruct the impulses 
that underpinned the preservation of paperwork, particularly in collections that have not 
made their way into print.23 As Ann Blair succinctly puts it, when it comes to archival 
collections the ‘reasons for preservation are rarely preserved themselves’.24 Through 
careful analysis of the materials, annotations, and notes embedded in three family 
collections, one of the aims of this article is to show how reconstructing these ‘reasons’ 
might be possible – and, when it is not, to offer an account of some the multifarious 
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meanings that intergenerational items might possess. In so doing, it illuminates the 
polyvocal quality of family collections, the role that socio-economic status, gender and 
confessional identity played in shaping patterns of preservation, and the intersections 
between familial and national memorial culture.

Evidence and emotion in the papers of Jane and Barbara Johnson

Jane Johnson (1706–1759) was the daughter of Richard Russell, a ‘menial estate 
servant’, who, by the time of his death in the mid-1720s, had obtained some modest 
wealth.25 In 1735, she married Woolsey Johnson, an Anglican vicar, with whom she 
had four children. Jane is perhaps best known to historians for her literary and 
pedagogical endeavours; she was the author of an extraordinary collection of home-
made materials used to educate her children and she is credited with composing the 
first fairy story written in English.26 However, these distinctive texts comprise only 
a small part of an extensive family collection that passed down through the generations, 
including Jane and her daughter Barbara. In their curation of family papers, these two 
women prioritised the preservation of materials that possessed either evidentiary or 
emotional import, often adding annotations that sought to establish an item’s signifi-
cance for future generations. Their collection illustrates the role that family papers 
played in establishing and sustaining genealogical and emotional ties and their place 
within a broader web of domestic memory work, as well as their fluidity and flexibility – 
an open-endedness that, as we shall see, was a source of some concern among 
custodians.

Through her writings, Jane made a concerted effort to preserve her own memory, and 
that of the wider Johnson family, for future generations. She penned elaborate, decorative 
registers that recorded the birth and christening dates of her own children and those of 
her husband and his siblings.27 Other items were specifically set aside as mementos for 
her children, in the hope that they would act as commemorative objects; to her son, 
George William, she left a series of paper cut-outs and a scrap of fabric to remember her 
by ‘When I am Dead’.28 This practice of recording and preserving family memory 
appears to have been accelerated by the death of her husband in 1756. That same year, 
Jane wrote a record of ‘the names of the Ancestors of the Johnsons of Olney as far as I can 
Recollect’, listing her husband’s relatives on both his father’s and mother’s side stretching 
back to the early seventeenth century.29 This was accompanied by a pair of wooden 
display boards that recorded the Johnson line, a project that was apparently continued by 
later family members; the last name was added in 1863.30

Jane’s concern with preserving family memory, coupled with an enthusiasm for 
commemorative items, inflected her decisions about which of her husband’s papers 
were worth keeping. The memorandum which she apprehended to be of ‘no use’ had 
nevertheless been written by her husband, and it was perhaps this act of authorship which 
imbued it with a degree of sentimental value, if not practical utility.31 On another note, 
originally attached to a parcel of letters written by her husband’s grandparents to their 
son – Jane’s father-in-law – she made this distinction between the practical and the 
memorial value of written remains even more explicit. ‘This parcel of Letters are of no 
sort of use’, she commented, before continuing:
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I only keep them because they were wrote by Thomas and Ann Johnson whose pictures are 
drawn with a Great Dog, <his> and hers with a mournful look leaning on her arm. These 
Letters were wrote by them to their son William Johnson Esqr. whose picture is drawn 
a little Boy with his Hair over his forhead. The girl with the preserve in a Basket and she with 
the Lamb his sisters. She with the flowers died at thirteen, she with the Lamb Died an Old 
Maid. Jane Johnson. 1756.32

Once again, Jane acknowledged that the letters were of no ‘use’. Yet, as she continued to 
write, she justified her decision to keep them by outlining the role that they played in 
commemorating several family members who were now dead. In so doing, she integrated 
the letters into the wider domestic space, linking them to a series of portraits that 
depicted the deceased correspondents. These layers of memorialisation worked in par-
allel. The paintings preserved their physical form, the letters immortalised their utter-
ances, while her note connected the two and imparted additional, biographical 
information about the family, such as the marital status and death of the two sisters. 
Existing studies have demonstrated that the early modern domestic interior was 
a memory space in which decorative furnishings, paintings, and objects were used to 
construct and communicate memory.33 Jane’s note suggests that family papers were 
intended to be read within, and were in dialogue with, the material culture of the home, 
a connection that has often been lost in their transition from the family to the record 
office.34 It also shows that the preservation of papers was explicitly understood as a kind 
of memory work, with physical epistles serving as paper monuments that both comme-
morated the dead and established their place in the family history of the living.

References to this series of portraits recur elsewhere in the collection. On a letter sent 
by Ann Johnson in 1690 Jane added the words ‘wrote by the Lady whose picture is drawn 
when a Girl with a little Lamb by her, & a crook’, while a missive from Thomas to his 
father Ezekiel (her husband’s great grandfather) was inscribed ‘wrote by Thomas Johnson 
[. . .] The Pictures of this Thomas & Ann are drawn Thomas with a great Dog’.35 These 
images appear to have remained a meaningful point of reference well into the next 
century. Alongside one of Jane’s annotations is a ghostly pencil inscription in another, 
much later hand which confirms ‘we have all these portraits at Encombe’, though by this 
point the house in which they had originally resided had long been sold.36

The age and origin of the two letters above suggests that they had initially been 
preserved by Woolsey Johnson, but while his endorsements on family letters were first- 
person and personal – ‘My father and sister 1690’ – Jane’s were third-person and forward 
looking, containing extra details that established a subject’s place within the wider family 
(Figure 1).37 In Jane’s hands, the letters became a site of family history writing, a history 
in which her recently deceased husband and his achievements were the central focus. 
Even materials that concerned relatively distant relations were linked back to her spouse. 
On a note from 1693 which confirmed one Dr Thomas Woolsey had gained permission 
to construct a house Jane implored the reader to ‘Turn over before you destroy this 
paper’.38 On the other side she explained why: ‘The Doctor Woolsey mention’d in this 
paper was Grandfather by the mother’s side to the Reverend Woolsey Johnson [. . .] 
I would have this paper kept. Jane Johnson 1756’.39 Here, Dr Woolsey, best-known in his 
own right as archdeacon of Northampton, was principally of importance as a leaf on the 
Johnson family tree and identified via his relationship to Jane’s husband. Indeed, the 
presence of Dr Woolsey’s papers within the collection is itself revealing of the routes by 
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which family papers might travel and the significant role that female relatives could play 
in their preservation; they had probably entered the collection via his daughter Ann, who 
was married to William Johnson.

As the years passed, Dr Woolsey’s note, formerly evidence of the legality of his 
habitation, became an heirloom from father to daughter and, subsequently, evidence of 
the Johnson genealogy. A set of estate accounts that had belonged to William Johnson 
underwent a similar process of reinterpretation, from practical financial records to 
a repository of family history and cautionary tale of the risks of financial imprudence. 
Jane annotated them as follows:

This is of no manner of use, all the Estates within mention’d being sold. But I keep it, to 
testify to posterity what Estates William Johnson Esq (Father to the Reverend Woolsey 
Johnson) was possessed off [. . .] He was Left in great Difficultys & troubles by his Father 
Thomas Johnson Esq of Olney in Bucks who was a very Extravagant man [. . .] which made 
him oblig’d to sell many of his Estates. Jane Johnson. 1756.40

The use of the word ‘testify’ here is suggestive, and points to another possible reason Jane 
favoured family papers as a site for recording this kind of memoranda: the provision of 
proof. By inscribing old papers, Jane was not just relaying family history – she was 
evidencing it, through the preservation of the documents themselves. The estate accounts 
spoke – they testified – of wealth gained and lost, even if further exposition was needed to 
ensure that future generations would draw the desired conclusions. Throughout the 
collection Jane contrasted various items’ lack of practical utility with their ongoing 

Figure 1. Jane Johnson’s annotation, and her husband’s endorsement, on a letter sent by Ann Johnson 
to her father William in 1690. Bodleian Library, MS Don c 196, f. 49.
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sentimental, memorial, and evidentiary significance. The value of these papers was not 
fixed, but was reshaped and reinterpreted as time went by.

This interest in preserving family history and arranging and annotating inherited 
family papers was continued by Jane’s eldest child, and only daughter, Barbara (1738– 
1825). Barbara herself produced extensive genealogical records and registers of the births 
of her various nieces and nephews, mimicking her mother’s elaborate, Celtic knot 
designs; Jane’s papers inspired and shaped her daughter’s commemorative activities. 
(Figures 2 and 3).41 As the eldest child, Barbara perceived that much of the burden of 
family memory work rested upon her shoulders, for, by their own admission, her 
younger brothers were able to ‘recollect so few circumstances that happen’d while we 
lived at Olney’.42

Like her mother before her, Barbara’s notes betray a certain tension between an 
item’s lack of obvious utility and a desire to keep paperwork that possessed com-
memorative and sentimental significance. In a missive to her nephew, William, she 
meditated on the ‘great mischief’ that might ‘ensue in families by keeping letters’, 
a censorious impulse that was particularly pronounced in her treatment of her own 
correspondence, in which sensitive or personal passages were obscured with heavy 
ink blots.43 And yet, on another cache of letters she wrote, ‘Various Old Letters I can 
not find in my heart to burn them’.44 The letters in question included a missive 
reporting the death of one of Barbara’s closest friends, Catherine Ingram, with whom 
she had resided for extensive periods in both Oxfordshire and London. As a record 

Figure 2. Jane Johnson’s “Register of William Johnson Esquires Childrens Christenings”. Bodleian 
Library, MS Don c. 190, f. 34.
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of the final hours of a beloved friend, this letter perhaps possessed a sentimental 
value that overrode any detrimental side effects that might arise from its conserva-
tion. Friendship, and the preservation of letters that commemorated female friends, 
was a recurring theme in Barbara’s collection. This reflected a broader concern 
among the middling sorts of the eighteenth century with sociability, in which friend-
ship played a crucial role, as well as Barbara’s status as a single woman who spent 
a significant amount of time corresponding and residing with friends.45

Those family papers that Barbara did see fit to keep were often appended with 
future-oriented notes that sought to explain their characters and contents. Like her 
mother, Barbara used these materials as a place to record and evidence snippets of 
family history – though, for Barbara, the locus of this history was not her father, 
Woolsey, but Jane herself. For example, on a letter from her mother to Mrs Garth 
she added the inscription ‘To Mrs Garth, wife of John Garth Esqr Member of 
Parliament for Devizes Wiltshire. Mrs Garth is first cousin to Jane Johnson that 
wrote this letter’.46 Jane’s writings were themselves integrated into the family collec-
tion she had done so much establish, as Barbara borrowed her mother’s habit of 
inscribing inherited materials with third-person summaries that would furnish future 
readers with the requisite contextual information.

Barbara, however, was rather more inclined to dwell on the emotional resonances of 
particular items than her mother had been, and, in so doing, she sought to commemor-
ate, not just the people who featured in these materials, but the emotions that they 

Figure 3. Barbara Johnson’s record of “The Children of Robert Augustus Johnson”. Bodleian Library, 
MS Don c 195, f. 3.
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embodied. For example, on the back of a copy of another letter sent by her mother she 
penned a lengthy note:

To Miss Henrietta Ingram, then fourteen, after her first Visit to Olney, with my Uncle and 
Cousin Johnson – she three years afterwards came to Wytham [i.e. Witham], and was there 
when my Mother died – this was the Origin of the Friendship between our family and the 
Ingrams, which has continued ever since, and been a source of great happiness to Barbara 
Johnson, who desires this Letter may be preserv’d.47

From a position of later knowledge, Barbara was able to perceive the significance of this 
first letter as the origin of, and monument to, an important friendship – one to which her 
note also testified, as she supplemented the letter with an account of the enduring 
connection between the Ingram and Johnson families and the emotions that it evoked. 
Barbara speaks to future readers about her commemorative aspirations in the third 
person, hopeful that she has justified the letter’s permanent place within the collection. 
Its sentimental affect may only be of direct relevance to her, but the ‘desire’ that it should 
be kept in perpetuity is an effort not just to preserve family history but also the associated 
emotions: Barbara’s ‘happiness’. The agencies of the archive’s various users resonate 
down through the generations, as Barbara imagines future curators of the Johnson 
archive being in some manner beholden to, or influenced by, her wishes.

This anxiety about whether future guardians would respect an item’s significance is 
discernible elsewhere in the collection. For example, when rifling through her mother’s 
papers, Barbara came across, and copied out, an ‘old Memorandum’ that described 
several notable events from the childhood of her recently deceased brother, George 
William.48 This included an incident that had occurred in the summer of 1743, when 
George had been rescued from the fast-flowing currents of the river Ouse by his heavily 
pregnant mother, ‘at the extreme hazard of her own life’.49 By copying the memorandum, 
Barbara attempted to enshrine the memory of her infant brother’s preservation, and her 
mother’s heroism, in the annals of family history. As with the Ingram letter, her remarks 
concluded with a direct appeal to her reader: ‘I beg it may be preserv’d Barbara 
Johnson’.50 Here, Barbara reaches out across time and space to appeal to an imagined, 
but unknown and unknowable, future audience. Perhaps as a response to this uncer-
tainty, and in the absence of any children of her own, Barbara selected her nephew 
George William as her successor as the custodian of the family papers.51 Yet she was also 
aware of – and sought to guard against – the possibility that, as time passed, the relevance 
of material which, for her, was imbued with emotional and affective significance may be 
liable to fade.

Expertise, education, and intergenerational intertextuality in the works of 
George Wansey

A similarly self-conscious curation and preservation of family memory also occupied our 
next subject, the Presbyterian clothier George Wansey (1713–1762). Though historians 
have tended to emphasise the role that women played in maintaining family memory, 
Wansey’s collection shows that this was not an exclusively female pursuit.52 He was, 
however, far less concerned with the emotional and affective dimensions of family 
paperwork than this article’s female subjects, a distinction which suggests a gendered 
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dimension to the contents and curation of these collections. A tradesman and a non- 
conformist, Wansey’s engagement with written remains had two main aims: first, to 
cement his family’s status as successful local tradesmen and the middling values that this 
embodied; and second, to transmit moral and religious lessons to posterity. While the 
former was grounded in the accumulation and consultation of manuscript materials, the 
latter often relied as much on transcribing and reshaping these texts as it did their 
preservation. The reason why an item was preserved often informed how it was kept 
(or not), as the remainder of this section will show.

As at least the fourth generation of his family engaged in Warminster’s clothing trade 
Wansey’s collection contained several business accounts: both his own and those he had 
inherited from his forebears, including his grandfather, also George Wansey (1649– 
1707).53 Records of prices and sales, debts owed and paid, even fabric samples, these 
books were repositories of information about local business affairs and they were valued, 
at least in part, for the role that they played in the preservation of knowledge. However, 
they also helped to convey the family’s broader economic and moral identity, establishing 
the Wanseys as a dynasty of godly, industrious tradesmen. As Adam Smyth and Jason 
Scott-Warren have emphasised, early modern account books were more than just records 
of financial affairs: they were rhetorical tools that constructed and communicated 
a person’s moral and spiritual worth.54 The process of writing accounts was an act of 
autobiography that simultaneously informed and reflected the self both in the present 
and future. As Stephen Monteage wrote in his guide to accounting, Debtor and Creditor 
Made Easie (1682), the ledger ‘sets before thee the true state of every Mans Account’ and 
‘remain[s] to Posterity to be scanned, to his Praise or Dispraise’.55 Well-ordered accounts 
demonstrated creditworthiness, industry, and prudence, values which ‘played a major 
part in the self-classification of the middling sort’ during this period.56 By keeping these 
records – both their own, and those of their ancestors – successive generations of 
Wanseys were able to convey these values to posterity and position themselves as the 
latest in long line of virtuous tradesmen – sometimes literally, inscribing their own name 
on the cover of these books alongside those of their forebears (see Figure 4).

That the later George Wansey actively engaged with inherited accounts is evident from 
his own financial records. In 1760, for example, he made of a note of the ‘Extraordinary’ 
price of a cloth sold by his brother John, commenting that it was highest ‘known either in 
my own, or my Fathers, or Grandfathers Trade’.57 Here, Wansey drew on figures he had 
obtained from his ancestor’s account books in order to construct and convey notable 
business information – and, in so doing, he situated himself as a figure of authority, 
asserting his own place in a long line of expert clothiers. Nor was he the first Wansey to 
use these accounts to establish expertise and convey patrimonial continuity: his father, 
Henry, had chosen to write some of his own accounts inside one of his deceased father’s 
books.58 This practice had the practical benefit of keeping financial records that referred 
to the same properties or products together. But it also had a symbolic value, as Henry 
stepped, on the page and in the wider world, into his position at the head of the family.

If one concern in Wansey’s collection was the preservation and projection of the 
family’s economic expertise and its associated virtues, another was the construction and 
transmission of moral and religious lessons for the benefit of posterity. To achieve this, he 
revisited and revised the papers of deceased family members, seeking exemplars that 
would be ‘worthy [of] our Esteem and Imitation, and [. . .] of great use to us all in the 
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future Conduct of our Lives’.59 In this process the materiality of inherited artefacts was 
less important than their contents, and, as a result, Wansey was more concerned with 
transcribing and reshaping writings than the physical preservation of original texts.

In 1740, Wansey’s brother, Henry, died of consumption aged twenty-one. The year 
after his death, Wansey explained to his remaining brother William that he was in the 
process of ‘transcribing the valuable Remains of our dear Brother deceased’, a choice of 
phrase that elided Henry’s written material with the corporeal body.60 While the flesh 
would rot, by copying up his brother’s written ‘remains’ Wansey sought to preserve him; 
the textual corpus sustained what the physical corpse could not. These writings, however, 
were to be more than just a memorial to his sibling. They possessed a pedagogic purpose 
and were intended to offer a religious exemplar from which the family might learn. The 
‘value’ of Henry’s written remains lay in the lessons that they held for those still living, 
and, by copying up this material, Wansey sought to transform his brother into a model of 
Protestant piety. To do so, he edited and organised Henry’s writings, transcribing the 
shorthand and filleting out extracts that best demonstrated religious lessons.

Wansey’s project drew on England’s broader religious culture, in which the last words 
and meditations of godly figures were regularly printed for the moral and religious 
edification of their readers.61 These texts, and accounts of exemplary lives more generally, 
were particularly popular among nonconformists, and, in the book’s introduction, 
Wansey sought to connect his efforts to those circulating in the wider press.62 He opened 
with a piece of verse penned, not by his brother, but the Presbyterian divine Richard 
Baxter: ‘When God had taken up this Vine/We thought no more to tast[e] its wine/[. . .] 
But unexpectedly we find/Some Clusters w[hi]ch are left behind’.63 These lines appeared 
in Baxter’s poetic reflection on the life and works of fellow nonconformist minister 

Figure 4. Names inscribed on the cover of a seventeenth century account book (1683–92): “George 
Wansey His Booke 1701 William 1734 his Grandson W.W”:. Wiltshire and Swindon History Centre, 314/ 
1/1.
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Richard Vines, whose final treatise, on the sacrament, had been published soon after his 
death. While Wansey’s reworking loses the pun on his name, it served both to articulate 
the text’s purpose and to situate it within a broader dissenting culture of posthumous 
publication.

Wansey applied a similar method of editing and rewriting to many of the other papers 
he inherited from his forbears. For example, in 1739 he began to write a family history. 
The basis for this text was an earlier manuscript written by his grandfather, and, as 
Wansey worked through this material, he sought to update and extend it.64 New family 
members were added while relations who were no longer considered sufficiently relevant 
were excised, a decision that bears out Barbara Johnson’s fears of the obliviating hand of 
later generations.

For Wansey, however, the family history was more than just a repository of genealo-
gical information: it also possessed a didactic function, furnishing readers with examples 
of the admirable acts and virtuous lives of their – self-consciously non-elite – ancestors. 
‘Since we can find no nobility in our pedigree’, he wrote, ‘let us endeavour to make 
ourselves noble by virtuous Honorable actions’.65 To this end, he dedicated much of his 
‘supplementa’ to recording the exploits of his predecessors, and particularly the daring 
deeds that they had performed for the Parliament during the British Civil Wars. Though 
a few of Wansey’s Civil War stories came from printed histories, such as Edmund 
Ludlow’s Memoirs, the vast majority had been relayed by friends and relatives – ‘Mr 
J Buckler says’, ‘James Wansey told me’.66 The intersection here between printed and oral 
culture points to the ways family collections might reshape and resist, as well as reflect, 
broader memorial cultures. By recording tales of his ‘brave bold’ Parliamentarian ances-
tors Wansey drew upon established national narratives – but he also went beyond them, 
including details that were absent from the printed record and which established both his 
family’s political and religious sympathies and their pivotal place in national history.

The educational value of Wansey’s history was further emphasised by the back cover, 
which contained a copy of a letter of advice sent from his Uncle Henry to his Uncle 
George and an extract from Robert Dodsley’s The Preceptor (1749) on the moral 
improvement derived from reading history.67 The choice of printed passage affirmed 
the value of Wansey’s historical project, while the missive was, like so much of Wansey’s 
writings, intensely intertextual. In his letter, Henry offered his brother, not just his own 
advice, but that of their father, quoting from a letter of advice that the first George 
Wansey had apparently left to his sons. By the time Wansey finished his history, this 
letter of advice had passed through at least three incarnations and multiple generations: 
as letter, letter within letter, and letter within letter within history.

Wansey’s writings and archive enjoyed a similarly multi-layered afterlife, both within 
and beyond the immediate family. In his will, Wansey left his papers to his wife and eldest 
surviving sonon the express condition that they should make them available to other 
family members who might wish to consult and copy them.68 The year after his death, 
Wansey’s brother, William, lent Henry’s spiritual reflections to the Bristolian William 
Dyer, who remarked approvingly on the religious commitment of the Wanseys, musing 
that ‘surely there had been religion in that family’.69 In this next stage of transmission, 
Henry’s writings passed out of the custody of his immediate relatives and into broader 
local and religious networks where they conveyed, not just theological lessons, but the 
identity and religious commitment of the whole Wansey family. As they moved through 
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the hands of subsequent readers, these materials communicated an image of the family 
that might incorporate, but also reached expansively beyond, the individuals who had 
initially composed, collected, and curated them.

Six decades later, one of Wansey’s great grandchildren revisited his book of reflections, 
copying out a poem that he had written to mark his fortieth birthday. A meditation on 
the fragility of life and the happy reunions that awaited in death, this copy of the verse 
was accompanied by records of the deaths of the author’s brother and sister in 1829.70 For 
its later reader, Wansey’s poem spoke to their own recent losses, perhaps offering some 
comfort that the siblings, parted in life, would be joined together in death. Though the 
verse was headed with the words ‘Lines written by my Great Grandfather George 
Wansey’, it was in fact an adaptation rather than a strict copy. The later adapter, while 
they retained the spirit of the composition, added phases that further emphasised the joys 
of the spiritual realm – ‘joys without end’, ‘realms of bliss’, ‘eternal life’ – and, in so doing, 
they imbued the verse with a fresh emotional potency.71

The spiritual and the sentimental in the diaries of Jane Attwater

The desire to re-read family papers with an eye to their spiritual and sentimental signifi-
cance is also evident in the writings of our third and final figure, Jane Attwater (1753–1843), 
a Baptist from Bodenham in Wiltshire.72 Perhaps as a result of her family’s more established 
social status, Attwater was less concerned with preserving items that evidenced her family’s 
genealogical lineage than the Johnsons and Wanseys, an omission that mirrors the relative 
inattention of the conformist Johnsons to matters of faith: anxiety and insecurity, it seems, 
often guided the contents of middling sort archival collections. Rather, Attwater incorpo-
rated the papers of her Baptist predecessors into her extensive journals, especially the 
writings of her mother, Anna, (1710–1784) and great-aunt, Anne Cator Steele (1689–1760), 
both of whom were co-religionists. As Cynthia Aalders notes, Attwater ‘had a sense of 
herself as an archivist’; for Jane and her kin, written remains were integral to the construc-
tion and communication of the family’s religious identity across generations.73 When these 
lines of intergenerational transmission were disrupted, as they were following the untimely 
death of Attwater’s daughter, Anna-Jane, family paperwork continued to play a vital role as 
a source of comfort, consolation, and the emotional embodiment of loved ones who, 
though absent, remained forever present on the page.

In 1786, Attwater travelled to Broughton to visit her distant cousin Mary Steele. It was 
on a similar trip in 1766 that Attwater had first begun her journal, inspired, perhaps, by 
the efforts of her great-aunt, Anne Cator Steele.74 Twenty years later, she took the 
opportunity to read Steele’s diary and to copy extracts that were of particular personal 
import into her own journal. Her aunt’s text was a spiritual guide, an exemplar of 
‘dilligent’ ‘religious duties’ which would enhance her own faith and practice.75 

Attwater was particularly interested in passages that concerned her direct relatives – 
especially her recently deceased mother – a focus which suggests the diary also helped her 
to acquire a more intimate knowledge of her own family. For example, in March 1786, 
Attwater copied an entry from May 1739 that described her mother’s own visit to 
Broughton and her desire ‘God willing to offer herself to ye church the ensuing day in 
order to be baptised and rec[eive]d a member’.76 In her transcription, Attwater ventri-
loquised her aunt’s reflections in order to find, in the language of somebody more 
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distantly related, a greater knowledge of her immediate family – a suggestive movement 
outwards and back again.

Further, by recording the ‘sweet agreeable talk’ held between her aunt and mother, 
Attwater was able, not just to preserve their discourse, but to participate in it.77 More than 
once, Attwater referred to her diary as a site to ‘converse’ – with God, with herself, but also 
with earlier generations of Baptist kin, in whom she found scope for meaningful and 
instructive exchange.78 In his study of nonconformist identities, John Seed has argued that 
dissent ‘required a continuing commitment to the past and the production of meaningful 
connections with Dissenters of previous generations’.79 While Seed had in mind the many 
printed histories and biographies produced by nonconformists, such as Edmund Calamy’s 
catalogue of ejected ministers, a similar insight can been applied to those manuscripts that 
circulated within dissenting families.80 Indeed, in her study of women’s’ domestic manu-
script culture – including the collections of Attwater and the wider Steele network – Aalders 
has argued that, as a sect with a strong memory of religious persecution and an ecclesiology 
that favoured the local and personal authority of the ‘gathered church’ over centralised 
denominational confession, for Baptists the connection between faith, family, and memory 
was particularly acute.81

Though Attwater was generally more inclined to seek advice and exemplars in the works 
of her female forbears – a gendered distinction that mirrors Wansey’s engagement with his 
male relatives – she also drew some parallels between her own life and that of another 
Broughton diarist, ‘Mr Thos’ (possibly her brother-in-law, Thomas Whitaker, who died in 
1784). In an entry from 1786 she observed that she had found ‘many parts of [his] 
Experience similar to my own’.82 In this case, the original diary survives only as an echo 
within the pages of Attwater’s manuscript: the act of writing is, itself, a form of archiving, 
preserving the voices of the past even where the original documents have fallen out of view.

While her great-aunt’s diary remained in the hands of the Steele family, affording 
Attwater only occasional opportunities for consultation, her access to her mother’s diary 
was less constrained, and, instead of copying pertinent passages, Attwater excised whole 
pages, tucking them into her own notebooks. As with Steele, Attwater’s choice of entries 
suggests that she approached this text as a source of posthumous guidance for her and 
her relatives. In 1795, the year her husband was baptised, Attwater inserted her mother’s 
account of her own baptism.83 The lesson here was perhaps intended as much for 
Joseph’s benefit as her own, furnishing him with an instructive example of a figure 
who had successfully overcome their ‘doubts and fears’.84 He was certainly one possible 
reader of Atwater’s diary: the same year, Attwater delineated one of her notebooks as 
a ‘mutual Repository for particular providence that occur and thoughts on them for JGB 
and JB’ and in the next entry he affirmed his commitment to this collaborative project.85

Attwater also incorporated her mother’s reflections into her own meditations. When, 
in 1809, Attwater’s only daughter Anna died, she inserted the entry from her mother’s 
diary that recorded the death of her son some fifty years before: ‘The Death of my Dear 
little Babe was a sharper afflication then any one can think it was [. . .] I set my heart too 
much upon him I lov’d my child too well; my Dearest Lord will have no Rival’.86 Her 
mother had suffered a similar blow, and in her expressions of anguish mingled with 
devout resignation Attwater sought a guide, and perhaps some comfort, as she attempted 
to navigate her own loss.
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Attwater returned to Anna’s death repeatedly in her subsequent journals. Sermons 
reminded her of her daughter’s dying words, hymns her funeral, and each year she marked 
the anniversary of ‘that solemn day’.87 On some occasions, her remembrances were 
prompted by encounters with Anna’s written remains, incidents which remind us that in 
this age of lower life expectancy the transmission of manuscripts down the generations – as 
opposed to across or even up them – was far from guaranteed. In 1810 Attwater began 
a new diary in a textbook that had once belonged to her daughter, and, on reading Anna’s 
inscription of ownership – ‘Anna Jane Blatch, Bratton, 1804’ – she was moved to remem-
brance and reflection (Figure 5).88 Alongside Anna’s name she wrote:

Alas my beloved Anna little did I think w[he]n I desired you to make this textbook [. . .] 
I should survive you and fill it up – at least begin to fill it. Dear Happy spirit you are now 
arrived where the instruction from mortals are no more needed [. . .] O my God prepare me 
to reunite my beloved child and permit me to join with her in unceasing praises to God and 
ye lamb forever.89

The notebook provided Attwater with a physical reminder of her daughter, even as it 
confronted her with Anna’s unwritten life literally held before her in its unfilled pages. By 

Figure 5. Jane Attwater’s inscription in her daughter Anna’s textbook (1810). Angus Library and 
Archives, D/ATT/1/22.
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choosing to continue the book herself, Attwater was able to connect her reflections to her 
daughter, transforming them into an act of communion with the dead. ‘Permit me to join 
with her’, she wrote, a choice of phrase that referred to their eventual reunion in heaven, 
but also to her efforts to join together with her daughter in the pages of the textbook.

Elsewhere in her journals and papers Attwater stored other scraps of writing penned 
by Anna, items which, like Jane Johnson’s letters, possessed a renewed memorial and 
sentimental significance after their author’s death.90 Though in happier times Attwater 
had expressed her desire that her diaries should pass to her daughter for her own 
religious edification, on Anna’s death they acquired a rather different, memorial func-
tion, preserving the words and written works of her dead daughter alongside those of 
other relatives.91 Attwater’s journal was ‘a kind of repository’, both metaphorical and 
literal: a receptacle of life events, God’s providence, and the words, deeds, and written 
works of the wider Attwater family.92

Conclusion

‘When one is dead, all is lost that is not deposited in some public repository’: so opined 
the antiquarian and natural scientist John Aubrey in 1692.93 His comments reflected the 
growing archival consciousness of the late seventeenth and eighteenth century and the 
new institutional collections that this fostered, from the archives of the Royal Society to 
the formation of the Public Record Office in 1838. However, as this article has shown, 
these ‘public’ repositories were part of a broader culture of manuscript preservation and 
transmission, one that infused the lives and homes, not just of aristocratic elites, but of 
middling sort families who increasingly found themselves the custodians of significant 
quantities of manuscript materials. These collections were lively sites of intergenerational 
discourse and emotional expression, and they played and vital role in the construction 
and curation of family memory and identity.

Though engagement with written remains was widespread, the processes and impulses 
that underpinned the archives of these upper middling sort families varied considerably 
and were shaped by a subject’s socio-economic position, gender, and confessional 
identity, as well as their own personal priorities and anxieties. The conformist Johnson 
women, secure in their religious identities, primarily preserved manuscripts that embo-
died emotional and sentimental ties alongside items that evidenced the lineage of the 
male Johnson line. For non-conformists like Wansey and Attwater, by contrast, engage-
ment with the papers of their predecessors was, to a significant extent, an act of faith. The 
family was an important locus of nonconformist memory, in which familial and spiritual 
identities were intertwined. Quite what form this took varied between denominations. As 
a member of a sect that favoured the local and personal authority of the ‘gathered’ 
church, Attwater placed considerable weight on the words and works of her (largely 
female) Baptist forebears, re-reading texts and incorporating them into her own spiritual 
meditations. By contrast, Wansey’s activities drew on a broader, and by this period well- 
established, culture of non-conformist writing published in print. His efforts to reshape 
and edit the papers of deceased relatives often drew on these texts – but they also had the 
potential to resist and reshape, as well as reflect, these broader narratives. This process 
was most evident in his Civil War ‘supplementa’, which foregrounded stories that were 
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absent in the period’s printed accounts, and, in so doing, established the Wanseys’ pivotal 
place in national history.

The reasons why an item was preserved also informed how it was kept, and the ways in 
which its custodians might engage with it. From annotating and accumulating to copying 
and incorporating, the subjects in this article engaged with written remains, and shaped 
their archives, in different ways. In drawing attention to these varied practices, it 
demonstrates how reconstructing the meanings and motives that underpinned family 
collections may be possible – and, in cases when it is not, provides an account of some the 
multifarious meanings that intergenerational items might possess.

As their unintended – and probably unimagined – readers, family papers require 
historians to pay closer attention to the presences, absences, and impetuses that lay 
behind their curation. If we do not, we are liable to overlook the multiple layers of 
meanings that these materials contain, privileging the priorities of their original creator 
over the many hands that have subsequently ensured their preservation. Indeed, by 
writing histories, we are but the next participant in this process of revision and reinter-
pretation, utilising the manuscripts of the dead for our own ends, just as generations have 
done before us. To explore these family archives, then, is to do more than reconstruct the 
experiences of England’s middling sort: it illuminates the polyvocal quality of our 
archival heritage and the priorities and anxieties of successive generations that have 
shaped the sources on which we rely.
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